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Introduction
Raising the Bar is a programme established by

Criw Celf is an umbrella title for a developmental pathway

Ruthin Craft Centre for talented AS and A level

for more able and talented young artists, which incorporates

Art & Design and Design & Technology students
within North East Wales.
The scheme offers a programme of additional
opportunities for those showing artistic merit to
enable access to high level artistic practice; promoting
engagement with contemporary practitioners and

‘Criw Celf,’ ‘Portfolio’ and ‘Raising the Bar’ programmes.
The pathway provides children and young people with an
opportunity to develop their artistic skills, working outside

access to specialist techniques in applied art and design

a school setting, alongside professional artists in a variety

additional to those available in schools.

of different gallery and site-specific settings.

Raising the Bar also offers support for young people
by deepening their knowledge of the vast range of
artistic careers and further education opportunities
through our careers programme.
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This Criw Celf Pathway involves three stages:
Criw Celf

Portfolio

2

Raising the Bar

3

A series of participatory

Gallery led practical workshops

A package of opportunities

Delivering a 2019/20 programme has been challenging.

workshops that give children

for young people between 14 – 18

developed for more able and

This brochure is a celebration of the masterclasses

aged 11 – 14 the opportunity

allowing them to work alongside

talented 16 – 18 year olds

and work that the participants achieved before the

to work with local artists.

significant artists and opportunities

focussing on career

Covid-19 impact and an introduction to the artists

to gain advice in developing

development.

and makers involved that continued to inspire

individual portfolios of work.

support and encourage the students throughout.

Further information can be found on the Raising
the Bar blog: https://rtb1920rcc.blogspot.com
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The Activities
Raising the Bar (North East Wales) – ‘AS’ and ‘A’ level pupils

6 December 2019

22 January and 26 February 2020

Masterclass 1 – ‘Moving Memories’

Masterclass 2 & 3 – Boundless

A mixed-media textile collage workshop

Collections and Constructions in Clay.

led by textile artist Anne Kelly.

Ceramic workshops led by ceramicist Anne Gibbs.

The first Raising the Bar masterclass was led by

1. Choosing and collecting materials, adapting

The following two masterclasses were led by

textile artist Anne Kelly. Although based on Anne’s

and embellishing these through stamping,

ceramicist Anne Gibbs and were held at Glyndŵr

process and works the session also responded

printing and drawing.

University, Wrexham. The session began with the
students responding to a collection of man-made

to Neil Bottle’s exhibition in Gallery 1 & 2 ‘All That
Remains’. Neil’s textile prints are inspired by family

2. Layering fabric, paper and images by making

objects and natural materials through the use of

photographs, a sense of time passing and how

fabric transfers of photos and using tissue and

drawing, using sticks and ink to create interesting

we remember things – in both real and

glue to reinforce paper ready for stitching

marks and textures.

imaginative memories.

and to create texture.

Inspired by both maker’s work, the students chose

3. The process of assembling and composing

clay learning techniques such as coiling, hand

items relating to their family, their homes or their

their collages.

and slab building in order to translate their 2D

They then began to experiment with earthenware

drawings into 3D objects. For the following

close surroundings and holiday experiences.
Source materials included sketchbook studies,

4. The final stage involved hand stitching,

masterclass the students were asked to consider

photographs and mementos such as travel tickets.

and collating the collage into a unified piece.

colour and to record through photography

They were then introduced to Anne’s approach

or sketches fragments of colour and colour

and processes, how she uses paper and cloth in

combinations to inspire.

a layering and collaged manner. The masterclass
was divided into four parts.

During the second workshop they were
encouraged to slice their forms, cut holes,
use sgraffito, consider flashes of colour, alter
and add but above all think and act creatively
and imaginatively. They were introduced to
well-known ceramicists such as Bronwen Grieves,
Ruth Duckworth and Derek Wilson.

The finished works explored a range of

The programme in its original form was not

Martin Smith (Automata and Sculptor)

approaches and began to lend themselves

possible to achieve under pandemic restrictions.

• Information about the maker.

to small groupings and arrangements.

As an alternative solution we organised a series

• Activity – How to make your own Paper

of online workshops and resources devised by

Applause Machine (instructions & template).

Online courses, resources and activities after the

the makers/artists that the RTB students could

• Online tour of Martin Smith’s exhibition at RCC

20th of March, when Covid-19 was announced.

do at home during the lock-down period,

and a short film of his studio space.

which included:

• Meet the Maker: ZOOM session with the maker –

In March Ruthin Craft Centre had to close due

opportunity to meet the maker and ask questions

to the Pandemic. We then had to significantly

Helaina Sharpley (Wire Work Artist)

change our RTB programme in order to meet

• How to draw with wire: An instructional video

the new Welsh Government regulations.

with Helaina Sharpley.

Gethin Ceidiog Hughes (Textile Designer)

• Film of the residency she did with previous

• Information about the maker.

We had planned to offer the following:

RTB students looking at nature for inspiration.

• Meet the Maker: ZOOM session with the maker –

25 March 2020

Verity Pulford (Glass Artist)

Glass Masterclass with Verity Pulford

• Information about the maker and recent projects

at Ruthin Craft Centre

• Three worksheets prepared by Verity which

directly, including further career guidance.

opportunity to meet the maker and ask questions
directly, including further career guidance.

explore and share some of the drawing
22 April 2020

techniques, interests and themes that she

Blacksmithing and jewellery with Cerys Alonso

considers in her practice.

at Glyndŵr University

• Botanical drawing with Quink ink and bleach/
tissue and carbon paper printing/mandalas

6 – 10 July 2020: Careers week

circular designs.

3–day residency led by Automata Maker Martin

• Meet the Maker – ZOOM session with

Smith at Ruthin Craft Centre and Careers Study

the maker – opportunity to meet the maker

Day at Tŷ Pawb, Wrexham – a series of talks

and ask questions.

from professionals working within the creative
industry and a practical workshop led by
Tŷ Pawb education team.
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Student Statements
On the RTB course, we worked with artists Anne

in my work, and therefore enhancing the quality.

Kelly and Anne Gibbs, in these masterclasses

In the same way after completing the masterclass

I and the rest of the people on the course worked

with Anne Gibbs I have researched into the world

in new styles and new materials that we hadn’t

of ceramic art and sculptures, and have found

worked with before. By using these materials

it fascinating. Even though I have not currently

and having guidance by the artists, we were able

expanded my work into ceramics, I have found

to experiment in different types of art including

an interest into sculptures and this has only

clay and fabric. I personally have only worked

happened because of this course. I will want

with digital Photoshop and sketching before

to better my skills in these areas of art on and

this course, however after completing these

develop on them in the future. From now on

masterclasses with guidance by artists and

I will continually want to better my art by using

teachers I believe I have widened my range

different mediums such as ceramics and others.

of skills in art. After doing the masterclass

So therefore, I am appreciative of the RTB course.

with Anne Kelly I have started to experiment
in my work by adding fabric and more patterns

Gethin Griffiths

I’ve very much enjoyed the opportunity to learn new
skills and meet other creative people through Raising
the Bar. I feel that the course has encouraged me to
become more open and confident to try new things
within my artwork – thanks again.
Fflur Roberts

We as parents are delighted with the course Raising the
Bar and thank you and your team for all you have done
particular during this current situation with Covid-19.
We are delighted you have arranged for artists to speak
through Zoom using this technology.
Adrian and June Trilby

Even with Covid-19 bringing everything to a screeching halt, the few
masterclasses I did get to attend through Raising the Bar were a brilliant way
for me to expand my creative tool kit. I particularly enjoyed the pottery class,
getting to learn the techniques from a professional and then applying them
to my own vase in as wild a fashion as I liked was so much fun, not to mention
the fact that the clay and tools provided were better than what I have access
to at school. All in all Raising the Bar has been a blast and I’d definitely
recommend applying to anyone with an interest in arts and crafts.
Idris Carney
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Artists/Makers
The people we work with to deliver the Raising the Bar
programme give support, guidance and insight into the
different possibilities and opportunities that are available

By nurturing the creative skills of young people from
North Wales and by offering opportunities for employment

to creative people.

and career development to craftspeople at all stages of their

It is therefore important that the calibre of the

careers, we help to create an environment that draws young

artists/makers that we employ to run our sessions
is high in order to inspire the young people and
make an impact upon them. This year the young

artists back to work in the area. Ensuring this ongoing artistic
vitality contributes to the vibrancy of the Arts in Wales.

people worked alongside these inspiring makers:
Anne Kelly – Textiles
Anne Gibbs – Ceramics
Verity Pulford – Glass
Martin Smith – Automata
Ruthin Craft Centre has also formed a partnership with
Glyndŵr University at Wrexham to deliver workshops
at their School of Creative Arts. This is a valuable
opportunity for young people interested in finding
out more about college practice and facilities.
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Anne Gibbs
Statement: August 2020

I start by walking in the woods, scouring car
boot sales and antique shops in search for
intriguing objects to use as a springboard for
creating my ceramic works. Delightful finds
have included an arm of a chandelier, an old
style breast pump and many unusual shaped
sticks. These findings fuel my interest in
relationships of disharmony and ambiguity
countered by stillness and control. Depending
on what outcome I want to achieve I cast, handbuild or alter the findings to create small-scale
sculptures, which I present as contemporary
still life assemblages. Currently, I am creating
islands. These are stand-alone forms, some fixed,
others are floating. I am inventing imaginary
worlds and playing with unlikely mixes of
surfaces, pastel shades and compositions.
www.annegibbs.co.uk
Instagram: @annegibbs48

above
Unseen, 2017
left
Island

Anne Kelly
Statement: August 2020

Anne will be presenting a selection of current work

Anne’s second book ‘Textile Nature’ was launched

based on the themes of travel and identity at the

at the Knitting and Stitching Shows in 2016. It has

renowned Ruthin Craft Centre in Wales next year.

been reprinted and sold around the world. Her third

The exhibition is curated by Jane Audas, writer,

book ‘Textile Folk Art’ was published in August and

curator, digital producer and the centre’s director,

links her continued interests in working with groups,

Philip Hughes.

nature conservation and folk art.
Her third book ‘Textile Folk Art’

The centrepiece of the exhibition is a textile and

was launched at the Knitting and

wood boat entitled ‘Unfinished Journey’, which

Stitching Show in Harrogate in

symbolizes Anne’s ongoing body of work and her

2018. ‘Textile Travels’, her fourth

Canadian heritage. The exhibition includes her

title for Batsford, is publishing

dollshouses, covered objects and textile hangings in

in late 2020.

various scales. Using textiles, objects and maps with

Devon Map

references to cultures and countries worldwide, the

www.annekellytextiles.com

exhibition promises to be colourful and engaging.

Instagram: @annekellytextiles

Anne is an award winning textile artist, author and
tutor based in the UK, exhibiting and teaching
internationally. Her three books for Batsford
represent her project and collaborative work.
Anne’s heavily embroidered fabric collages are
reminiscent of tapestry work and her signature
stitching technique is applied to a variety of
surfaces. She uses mixed media and print to further
embellish her work. Anne’s work is represented in
private and public collections in the UK and abroad.
She is listed in the Crafts Council Directory.
Unfinished Journey Boat
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Verity Pulford
Statement: August 2020

Verity’s work is inspired by the structures within
nature. She is fascinated by light, the magic it
creates in the natural environment and the way it
moves through glass, reflects, and creates shadows.
She uses a variety of warm and architectural glass
techniques to create work for galleries across the
UK, architectural commissions and exhibitions.
Verity is a qualified teacher and has worked
as artist in residence in hospitals, schools and
community groups. She also teaches workshops
from her home studio.
Verity’s current project ‘Gardens of the Mind’
investigates the visual and physical correlation
between structures and micro-structures within
plant and human biology. This has been funded
by the Arts Council of Wales.
www.veritypulford.com
Instagram: @veritypulfordglass

A pair of gravity formed bowls

Herbarium Magicis Alga II

Magia Algae II

Martin Smith

www.smithautomata.co.uk

Statement: August 2020

Instagram: @smithautomata

Martin Smith is an artist whose research and

integration of nature, also led me to consider how

work are concerned with people’s perception and

to step very lightly on nature through the use of

interpretation of space. He undertakes quite large

off-site fabrication; how to introduce new contrasts

architectural commissions that interact with their

and delight through use of technologies such as

given space and the viewer through mechanical

sound, digital data, light and programming; and

movement. Alongside this work, his practice is

how to anticipate the weathering of materials

also concerned with making kinetic devices that

to design for the long now.

The Cache Machine

investigate themes of repetition, precision and
rules. These utopian objects and spaces are what
currently drive his work forward.
Martin is also the Co-Founder and Art Director of
the design label, Laikingland. The work he creates
through this company plays with the themes
of humour, nonsense and futility.
In many of my projects, I have explored the
potential of man-made intervention to both
complement and enhance nature through
introducing contrast. I am interested in those
things that people can do, and nature can’t: such
as repetition, formality, control of form, of texture
and of colour. I am also interested in humans ability
to capture nature and transform it: be it wind
to movement, sun into reflection and heat, rain
into patterns, time into weathering and seasons
into responsive environments. Both strands, the
man-made contrast to nature and the man-made

above
Wishing You Well
left
Variable Speed Applause Machine
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